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As well as fully-updated histories of the cities, this guide includes information on finding

accommodation, shops of every kind and restaurants for any budget.'
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These handsome, well-edited books from a Hong Kong-based publisher cover places few other

guidebooks go.... The writers are particularly well-chosen....Odyssey fans tend to be adventurous

travelers with a literary bent. If you're lucky enough to find an Odyssey Guide to where you're going,

grab it. -- National Geographic Traveler, February 2000

Masha Nordbye is a writer and TV producer who was one of the first women to reach the North

Pole. She has worked and traveled throughout the former Soviet Union regularly over the past 20

years and studied at Moscow University. She is the author of three other books and numerous

magazine articles on Russia. Patricia Lanza has been a photographer for the National Geographic

Society for many years. She contributed to the book A Day in the Life of the Soviet Union and

provided still photography for the US tours of the Moscow State Circus. Two major Russian cities in

one volume. 592 pages in extent with over 120 pages in full color. Very well documented guide with

detailed studies of culture, religion and politics. Includes an itinerary to the Golden Ring of ancient

Russian cities around Moscow. Focuses on the more unusual tourist activities as well the standard

itinerary. Fully updated histories of the two cities. Literary excerpts from major Russian and other



writers. Written by an author with more than 20 years experience of living and working in Russia.

The photographs in this book stress the exotic side of Moscow and St. Petersburg. Plenty of ornate

churches and artwork not seen outside of Janson's "History of Art". The text (in a very legible font)

does an fine job of explaining the history of these cities and what an American on vacation would

find interesting. Use this guide to select what to visit, to do, and to see.The book's "Practical

Information" such as hotels, restaurants, shopping, and the hours of museums are compressed into

two chapters which is a bit scanty. Another guidebook or a good travel agent would be more useful

for these needs

Masha Nordbye has provided far more than a simple guide to these fascinating cities. She writes

with a clarity and deep personal knowledge that can bring these places alive for even the most

armchair bound traveller. The specifics are there, certainly, but it is her love for these places that

establishes this wonderful book as an adventure in just the reading of it. It is alone at the top of the

list.

Man,has this author been there - to Moscow and St. Pete - and done just about everything that any

of the rest of us might imagine as we plan our trip. A GREAT guidebook with great pics. Don't leave

homw without it!!Phil Penningroth, Longmont, CO
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